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What does accountability mean?

- Responsible for one’s own actions
- Can respond to inquiry
- Is trustworthy 
- Follows social norms / moral or ethical principles



What is an algorithm? 

Labeled
Dataset

Human-
Engineered
Transformations

Machine 
Learning
Algorithm

Machine 
Learning 
Model

Queries / Predictions 
via Software or other 
interfaces





What’s missing from this process?

- Legal Concerns
- Privacy Concerns
- Deep understanding of domain / data
- Ethical choices / prejudice in processing or data 
- Implications for user
- Understanding of socio / legal context



What would accountable machine learning look like?

- Responsible for one’s own actions:
- Predictable responses and error reporting

- Can respond to inquiry
- Explainability and support from company/team

- Is trustworthy 
- Privacy-aware, robust against attack, unbiased

- Follows social norms / moral or ethical principles
- Defined ethics / norms with testing / guarantees



Responsible
AI

Pei et al., DeepXplore: Automated Whitebox Testing of Deep Learning Systems, 2017



Explainable AI

Ribeiro et al., “Why Should I Trust You?” Explaining the 
Predictions of Any Classifier. 2016



Understandable
AI



Privacy-
Aware 
AI

Fredrikson et al. Model Inversion Attacks that Exploit 
Confidence Information and Basic Countermeasures, 2015



Robust AI

Athalye et al. Synthesizing Robust Adversarial Examples, 2017.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piYnd_wYlT8


Ethical AI



Conclusions:
- AI is built by humans, (often) for humans, and yet often 

undergoes very little human-centered design
- Privacy-aware, consensual, representative data collection
- Explainability, privacy-preserving techniques, robust design 

and ethical training are all being actively researched and 
there are some advances available (not perfect)

- At the end of the day, humans need to be accountable and 
set up a two-way communication on those processes



Slide References

- Scikit-learn algorithm map: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/tutorial/machine_learning_map/index.html 
- Pei et al., DeepXplore: Automated Whitebox Testing of Deep Learning Systems, 2017
- Ribeiro et al., “Why Should I Trust You?” Explaining the Predictions of Any Classifier, 2016
- Perceptions of Probability: https://github.com/zonination/perceptions
- Fredrikson et al. Model Inversion Attacks that Exploit Confidence Information and Basic 

Countermeasures, 2015
- Athalye et al. Synthesizing Robust Adversarial Examples, 2017.
- Crooked Hillary FB Image: 

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/cambridge-analytica-says-they-won-the-election-for-trump

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/tutorial/machine_learning_map/index.html
https://github.com/zonination/perceptions
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/cambridge-analytica-says-they-won-the-election-for-trump
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Making Algorithms Accountable: Critical Factors
1- Explainability

2- Privacy-preserving techniques 

3- Ethical training 

What is needed: 

● a framework for tracking problems
● methods to reverse erroneous decisions
● Decision-makers’ understanding of potential risks + impact of 

automation pre- implementation.



Product Failure due to lack of explainability



+  Hacking Risks

Product Failure due to lack of privacy preservation

https://baltimorepostexaminer.com/ransomware-attack-stops-house-sales-from-being-finalized/2019/09/27
https://statescoop.com/one-year-after-atlantas-ransomware-attack-the-city-says-its-transforming-its-technology/
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-data-lost-20190911-i6feniyk5nd3pereznpdxwsf7a-story.html


(Likely) Failure due to lack of privacy preservation

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCnil.do?oldAction=rechExpCnil&id=CNILTEXT000038477075&fastReqId=357304380&fastPos=1
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCnil.do?oldAction=rechExpCnil&id=CNILTEXT000038477075&fastReqId=357304380&fastPos=1
https://www.laquadrature.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/07/1084951458_DECR_ALICEM_REQ.pdf
https://www.laquadrature.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/07/1084951458_DECR_ALICEM_REQ.pdf


Product Failure due to lack of ethical training

The British government 
has knowingly rolled out 
facial recognition software 
for passport photos which 
does not recognise darker 
skin-colour faces.



How might an accountable AI system look?

1. Run impact tests before public algorithm rollout, possibly to a 
(Food-and-Drug-Administration) FDA-type board to assess the risk 
of violation of existing laws, whether civil rights, human rights, or 
privacy laws. 

2. Maintain a civil society register for public algorithms that 
contains anonymized facts about the raw training data, the 
algorithms that analyze it, and the decision-making models that 
emerge.

3. Make privacy the default for use of personally identifiable data 
such that there are very clear guidelines about how you can use that 
data - and how you cannot.


